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Get issue #1 of the zom-com seven-part series where flawed male fantasy becomes a

nightmare!Ace just wants to film his buddy's threesome, but suddenly all the girls in town are

transforming into lesbian zombies. And these girls are not looking for brains. He'll have to team with

an unlikely friend to run for his life and stop the funniest, sexiest apocalypse you've ever seen.32

pages of full-color nudity and violence make this an ADULTS ONLY title. Like this book? Check the

author page for more issues!Sometimes when hot girls make out: IT'S EVIL!
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Written by Jave Galt-Miller and illustrated by Wayne A. Brown, the start to this miniseries (there are

7 issues planned) is actually a pretty good read. The whole thing has a definite Evil Dead/Return of

the Living Dead feel to it, right from the deadpan black humor to the over-the-top buckets of gore.

Literally dripping with satire, it's all very tongue-in-cheek, skewering adolescent fantasies and

religious/social prejudices at the same time. Every time you think the story might have potentially

crossed a line, somebody within it makes a joke or a dumb comment that slaps you upside the head

with the satire stick.The basic premise is simple - hot alien chick crashes to Earth, imbuing our



women with an insatiable lust for one another, and infecting them with an equally insatiable hunger

for a certain dangly bit of male anatomy. Yes, pretty much every joke (or complaint) you can come

up with is exploited here, not the least of which is the irony of lesbian zombies desperate to chew off

some manhood. Ace is the hero, deliberately evoking the image of Ash on more than one occasion,

while Gwen is a formidable character on her own. There are, of course, men dumb enough to be

sucked in by the allure of girl-on-girl action, and they pay for it in the worst way. There is even a

running gag about Gwen being an honest-to-gosh real lesbian, who has somehow resisted the

infection, and it leads to some of the funniest banter between her and Ace in the series.In terms of

quality, these comics are a professional production, backed by some very successful Kickstarter

campaigns. Don't let the cheesiness of the title fool you. The artwork is top-notch, the coloring is

fantastic, the writing is really clever, and the dialogue is spot on. There's actually more blood than

there is nudity, but that nudity is balanced between the tastefully obstructed and the cheesily

exploited.

I received an email and copy of this first issue due to the fact I posted a review of another comic and

was asked to leave an honest review for this comic. I admit I opened the comic with hesitation as

the lesbian part of the title turned me off a little bit, but the zombie part intrigued me. I was doing

some figurative eye rolling the first four to five pages, but after that it went by fast. I enjoyed it so

much that before I knew it it was over and I was like what happens next. It reminded me of a couple

things. Firstly the art work reminds me of my Aliens comics from the 80s which I loved. The next

thing is if you've ever seen Barbarella this had the same comedic nature to me. Barbarella is a

classic and makes me laugh every time I watch it. Unsure if that was the intention when they filmed

it but it's hilarious none the less. This has that same feel to it but more overt. Whereas Barbarella

was tongue in cheek and hidden due to the time period it was created. I really did enjoy this even

though I thought I wasn't going to. The beginning can turn someone off bc of the view points so

push through that and you'll be surprised. What I mean is the title portrays something different than

the machismo of the first bit of the book conflict. It changes as the comic progresses, but some parts

could be offensive to some. It didn't offend me and I'd read the rest.

DISCLAIMER: I received a free digital copy of â€œLesbian Zombies from Outer Space #1" by Jave

Galt-Miller in exchange for an honest review. This does not affect my opinion of the book or the

content of my review.First of all, I can't believe I gave this a try, since I am not a fan of zombies, or

outer space, or digital books in general. But I DO love comics and graphic novels, and since this



one was just a click away, I was too curious to pass up the opportunity. And I'm glad I've read it,

because this first issue was great! Seriously. It's a fast-paced, daring, sexy, corny and throughly

entertaining parody of a girl-on-girl male fantasy and zombies. It's not for everyone though, but if

you don't mind explicit content in your comics, you might actually enjoy this one. I, personally, want

to read more!

Start to finish, this comic was entertaining in the most campy of ways. The elements of scifi and

horror are present, but are heavily overshadowed by its own self-awareness, humor, and gratuitous

nudity. While the idea of space lesbians with a taste for the male, uh, anatomy may not appeal to

everyone, I was thoroughly amused by the concept. If you're a fan of humorous and graphic takes

on horror, I'd suggest giving this a read.I will warn that some of the art and writing is a little lacking in

that polished quality I've come to expect from mainstream comics. It almost reminded me of a digital

take on some of the old-school comic art from back in the day. But I enjoyed it nonetheless. I was

emailed a promotional copy of issue #1 in exchange for a fair and honest review, and I can say that

I will definitely keep up with this story.
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